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Dear Sir/Madam,
In regards to the federal government process of site selection for a
radioactive waste repository, please let it be known to this inquiry
that I being a local Kimba resident for thirty two years have observed
in the past five years of the events that have taken place a number of
obvious examples of what I can only describe as being a very
premeditated, deceptive, unbalanced process of manipulation with an
agenda to reach an outcome of support for such a facility regardless
of the obvious division it has created in my community.
The following points I make are to me evidence of a completely floored
process.
1. Community was given no consultation therefore no right to make a
decision prior to a land owner nominating their land.
2. The process continued regardless of the fact Minister Frydenberg
conceded there was not broad community support for the initial land
nominations.
3. The main criteria for the proposal to move forward was that of
broad community support ,however there has never been a clear
definition of what constitutes broad community support.
4. The criteria for what described a direct neighbour in the first
land nominations was when two properties could share a road between
them but in the second round of nominations this was changed to then
deem them to not be direct neighbours therefore the minister being
able to declare that all direct neighbours were in support of the
facility when in fact they were not.
5. The traditional owners denied the right to vote.
6. Community supporting members of the Kimba district denied the right
to vote just because they happened to be outside the Kimba district
council boundary.
7. Given the fact that the traditional owners and residents outside of
the Kimba boundary were not given the right to vote the minister
always reiterated that all submissions would be taken into account
when making his decision ,however by his own admission declared that
only submissions from inside the Kimba boundary were taken into
consideration.This deemed 2789 submissions from concerned residents of
the Eyre Peninsula and the wider community to be completely
irrelevant in his view .
8. A nomination of a much more favorable site in Western Australia in
2017 was completely overlooked .This particular site had already been
declared by experts to be suitable for not only the disposal of low
level radioactive waste but also the deep geological burial of the
intermediate level radioactive waste.
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Yours sincerely,
James Shepherdson

